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Materials needed
• 1 piece of fabric measuring 8” x 14”(20.3cm x 

35.5cm). Recommend non-directional print.

• 2 strips of fabric measuring 1.75” (1 3/4”) x 6” (4.4cm x 
15.2cm). This will be the accent edge piece. It can be the 
same fabric as the main piece or a small-scale print or solid.

• 2 pieces of 1/4” (6mm) width elastic. These will be about 6 
1/2” (16.5cm) long. (or length comfortable for you)

• Ruler

• Fabric marking tool.

• Pins

• Scissors

• Sewing machine, threaded.



Fold the main piece of fabric in half, right sides together. Sew 
along the 8 inch width edge, using a 1/4 inch seam allowance.



Turn this tube shape inside out, so that the right side of the fabric is now 
on the outside. Press this flat, keeping the seam to one end of the 
flattened tube.



Place the tube of fabric so that the raw edges are on each side and the seam 
edge is at the bottom. Using a ruler, measure and mark a line 1 1/2 inches from 
the bottom edge. Make another line 1 inch above this line, or 2 1/2 inches from 
the seam edge. Don’t use a pencil as you see in the picture, use a fabric pen, or 
fabric chalk. I used a pencil for illustration purposes.



Fold the seam edge up (or down in this picture, as I turned it upside 
down…sorry) making the crease on the first line that you just 
marked. You should have 1 1/2 inch edge here.



Fold the seam edge up (or down in this picture, as I turned it upside 
down…sorry) making the crease on the first line that you just 
marked. You should have 1 1/2 inch edge here.



Now you will mark the lines for the second pleat. Mark a line measuring 1/2” 
from the top crease of the last pleat, (or 2″ from the bottom seam edge). It was 
difficult to see the top of the crease in this picture, so look at the finger 
indicator above.



Now mark another line one inch above the last line that you made (or 3 
inches above the seam edge). Using these lines as your guide, repeat the 
steps that you followed to make the first pleat.



You should now have two pleats, each one being 1/2 inch deep. Repeat 
the steps you used to make the second pleat, so that you end up with 
three pleats total. Press.



This is what your main piece should look like at this point.



Using a 1/8” seam allowance, baste stitch the raw edges.



Repeat this step so that both raw edges are basted as shown in the 
picture above.



Pin one elastic piece to the raw edge, making sure not to twist it before baste 
stitching it to the edge at both ends. This was placed 1/8” from the top and 
bottom edge of the main pleated piece. Baste elastic in place 1/8” inch from raw 
edge. Repeat, to attach remaining elastic piece to the other raw edge.



Your pleated piece should now resemble the picture above.



Fold each accent strip of fabric lengthwise in half, matching raw edges, 
as shown in the picture above. Press.



Place the strip on top of the elastic. Make sure the raw edge is facing outward, 
and the creased edge is facing the main body of the pleated piece. It will be a 
little longer on the top and bottom and that is okay, as we are going to fold 
some of that to the back.



Tuck about 1/2” of the top edge to the back as shown in the picture 
above.



Pin all layers in place.



Trim the other end of the accent strip, so that it is about 1/2” longer than 
the bottom edge of the main pleated piece.



Fold the bottom edge of the accent fabric strip to the back, just as you 
did with the top edge.



Pin both ends in place.



Using a 1/4 inch seam allowance, stitch the length of the entire edge, 
making sure to back stitch at the beginning and end.



Open the accent fabric strip seam by flipping it outward away from the 
main pleated piece, then press.



This is what the mask should look like if you flip it over.



Fold the ENTIRE accent piece down toward the main pleated piece, 
encasing the raw seam. You will now see the accent piece on this side, 
but not at all on the flip side. Press. Pin edge down.



Stitch this accent strip down to the main body of the mask, sewing along 
the edge, making sure to back stitch at the beginning and end.



This step isn’t necessary. It just gives it a nice finished look, and helps to 
give that elastic a little extra stability. Stitch down the edge of the mask 
close to the elastic side.



The front of your mask should now resemble the picture.



The back of your mask should look like this. Following the previous 
steps, attach the remaining accent fabric piece to the other end of the 
mask



Notes

• Elastic – can be adjusted to fit 
you or whoever you are making it 
for

• Ties – pattern is easily adaptable 
to use ties instead of elastic


